
Mezzo Labs partnership turns customer data 
into competitive advantage 
Learn how the partnership between Mezzo Labs and Tealium helps joint clients 
make the most of marketing data   

Addressing underlying data issues 
Mezzo Labs is a digital intelligence consultancy that helps clients across 
multiple verticals turn their marketing data into a unique competitive 
advantage. 

Clients’ underlying data issues – although nuanced – are broadly 
similar. They often have huge volumes of data stored in a wide array 
of locations, which is either old or incomplete. They frequently have 
existing marketing tech and ad tech stacks from which they haven’t 
generated much value, but they’re  also reticent to rip out and start 
again. 

Mezzo Labs wants to help clients maximise the value from their tech 
investment, increase speed and flexibility, and leverage clean, trusted 
customer data to drive business outcomes.

Challenge
To address clients’ underlying 
data issues and use data to drive 
real business outcomes  

Solution 
Tealium provides the data 
supply chain to ensure clients 
maximise the value of their  
tech investment 

Results
A true partnership between 
Mezzo Labs and Tealium based 
on a similar approach to client 
data challenges 

PARTNER STORY



Tealium delivers the data supply chain 

Mezzo Labs is tech agnostic and believes the right tool should be used for the right job. The five-year partnership 
with Tealium sees Mezzo Labs make use of its best in class tag management and customer data platform which at a 
pure technology level is ideal for the right clients.

Tealium enables Mezzo Labs to bridge multiple, fragmented sources and map all data, bringing it together while 
simultaneously ensuring it is clean, robust and at the necessary level of granularity. Tealium helps provide the data 
supply chain to deliver data in a way which drives business outcomes and, by partnering with Tealium, Mezzo Labs 
can enable clients to maximise value from their existing marketing tech and ad tech stacks. 

As a fast tool, Tealium allows Mezzo Labs to identify and act on consumer behaviours in real time, enabling clients 
to deliver relevant and timely services or offers to their audiences there and then. For Nixplay, a joint eCommerce 
client in APAC, Mezzo Labs used Tealium AudienceStream to power a personalised campaign across their media 
and website channels during the middle of Covid-19. Despite the challenging environment, just this one experience 
drove an incremental $250k USD, and the programme leveraging the audiences in Tealium is expected to ultimately 
create incremental revenue of at least $2m USD by the end of 2020.

A truly collaborative partnership 
Mezzo Labs particularly values the Tealium partnership due to the similar way in which the two businesses 
approach data challenges for clients. It believes Tealium is open and collaborative in terms of the working model, 
with a valuable ability to move quickly when Mezzo Labs needs something such as a new connector to a tool or an 
answer to a challenging client issue.

Mezzo Labs works with Tealium to provide strategy support with client engagements, as well as deploying and 
operating the tools. Tealium supports Mezzo Labs with best practices around data collection and management, as 
well as from a training and deployment perspective where requirements are exceptionally complex. 

Mezzo Labs and Tealium really do work as partners – not service providers and tech platforms – to turn customer 
data into competitive advantage.

Patrick Milburn, Managing Director at Mezzo Labs HK & SG explains, “Clients have been 
fed the story ‘data is the new oil’ for a few years but it hasn’t really become a reality for a 
lot of them, despite large investments and programmes. Our core focus is how to enable 
our clients to use data to actually drive business outcomes.”

According to Adrian Kingwell, Group CEO, “For the past five years, Tealium has allowed 
us to maximise value from client investment as it plugs into pretty much every 
marketing cloud, arguably making those tools better through the data it provides.”

Patrick Milburn says, “For our clients we need to develop a data strategy and roadmap, 
build an architecture and operating model to use it, underpin that with machine learning 
to scale, and embed skills and talent into our organisations so agencies keep taking us to 
the next level. Tealium provides the technology and best practice to democratise data 
which allows us to focus on guiding clients to best leverage it.”



Tealium connects customer data  – spanning web, mobile, offline, and IoT devices – so brands can connect with their 
customers. Tealium’s turnkey integration ecosystem supports over 1,200 client-side and server-side vendors and 
technologies, empowering brands to create a unified, real-time customer data infrastructure. The Tealium Customer 
Data Hub encompasses tag management, an API hub, a customer data platform with machine learning, and data 
management solutions that make customer data more valuable, actionable, and secure. More than 1,000 businesses 
worldwide trust Tealium to power their customer data strategies. 

For more information, visit www.tealium.com.
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We Connect Data So You Can Connect With Your Customers

Tag Management | API Hub | Customer Data Platform with ML | Data Management


